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EDITOR’S COLUMN –Graham Davis



Happy new season! Winter in Tasmania can be a little cold and dreary at times. I sometimes think that it would be nice to be able to head across to the other side of the world and be fishing for sea trout late on a sunny Swedish evening as I am doing in the photograph above, back in July 2008. But then the reality of my bank balance and lack of holidays make me realise that this is not something that can be done on a regular basis. (Steve Long may disagree.) On the other hand, having a bit of a break over winter can help to fuel our enthusiasm for the season ahead. Thoughts turn to the ‘Icebreaker’ event on opening day and heading up to the highlands again. Having just gone through our club field day records to calculate last season’s Masters Trophy I 2



Tight Lines August 2012 think there is a great deal of reason for optimism. Despite some people still longing for the ‘good old days’, these records going back many years clearly show that our catches in recent years have been better than ever. To highlight the quality of our fishery, Trout Fisherman Magazine from the UK has recently sent well known angler John Horsey to fish Tasmanian rivers. This included spending a day with Tasmanian Guide, Kingborough Anglers’ member and Tight Lines contributor David Hemmings. In the article Horsey states that he already thought Tasmania had the best Stillwater trout fishery in the world and he was also amazed by the river fishing. So instead of longing for the other side of the world, I intend to appreciate what is right here on my doorstep.



The Wind is your friend. Casting into a Headwind. Casting tips – part 2



David Hemmings – Fishing Guide and Casting Instructor



You can’t fish in a part of the world where the wind can blow the tail off a pig, without learning to manage fly casting in the wind. In this article we will look at casting into a headwind and in future casting in a crosswind.
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Tight Lines August 2012 Fishing a shore where the waves are breaking in front of you can be frustrating but can also be extremely rewarding. The broken water can disturb the weed and foreshore and trout are often found foraging close to the shore in these conditions. There are some techniques that can help in this situation to stop you from slinking back to the shack or even going home. Here are some practical measures to make life easier: -



Use a weight forward line with a short forward taper. Wade closer to the fish. Change to a heavier rod and line weight or even just a heavier line weight. Using a heavier leader or shortening the leader will help the fly turn over.



From a casting viewpoint, the primary problem is the line and fly being blown back towards you. So there are three points to assist in this: 1. Change the trajectory of the cast. A high back cast and a low forward cast will get the fly closer to the water. 2. Tight loops. Learning to change the shape of the loop can be very handy according to the fishing situation. A tight aerodynamically shaped loop will cut through the wind far more effectively than a wide open loop. 3. Line speed. The faster the line speed, the more energy to cut through the wind. So, increase the speed of the casting stroke, bend the rod more, increase the size of the casting stroke and sling that line out towards the fish. For those really windy days, turbo charging the cast with a haul on the forward stroke or a double haul will really increase the line speed. These three principles are essential skills for windy Tasmanian days. But don’t wait for the fishing situation to arise before putting them into practice. Now is the time to get down to the local park on a windy day and practice each of the elements. For the more advanced, there is a very interesting cast called the Moulson cast. Joe Moulson developed this cast for fishing the Florida flats in the wind. It has poor presentation but is very effective for fishing into the wind. Much easier to demonstrate than describe it involves casting more on the side, with a late roll of the wrist and lays the line on the water from the rod end first and the fly last. Wanted – Contributions for Tight Lines



I would like to thank all those who have contributed to the first two editions but I also realise that it will not be possible to keep relying on the same people. If you would like to write an article, send fishing photographs or even make suggestions as to what you might like to read about then please let me know. Any of these things can be sent to [email protected]
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Fishing the River Derwent – Part 2



by James McIlhenny



This is the second and last part of the article about my experiences fishing the River Derwent on a regular basis over the past few years. In the first article I provided an introduction as to what you might catch, what gear to use, techniques, best times to go and some of my favourite spots between the Tasman Bridge and Geilston Bay. This article will focus on fishing north of Geilston Bay as far as New Norfolk.



I have added locations and notes to the Google map which can be found here:



Google map



Geilston Bay to Bowen Bridge The area between Geilston Bay and the Bowen Bridge provides many opportunities for both boat and shore fishing. If the shoreline is accessible and easy to wade I prefer to fish from the shore as it is easier to cover the likely fish holding spots and structure for longer.



The northern shore of Geilston Bay is one such spot and is sheltered from west and north westerly winds. Park at the end of Geilston Bay Road and walk along the track to the end of the point at Bedlam Walls, you can then fish your way back along the shore. Geilston Bay also has an excellent boat ramp sheltered in most conditions.



Bedlam Walls and Shag Bay are best fished from a boat as access is difficult with cliffs and steep drops. The river along Bedlam Walls is quite deep, 15m to 20m, and has very strong currents when the tide is going out which can make it difficult to fish. Trout and bream do cruise along the edges however so it is worth a look.



The area south of the zinc works around into New Town Bay is also best fished from a boat as shore access is not available. This shoreline contains small sandstone cliffs and benches which extend into the river. These are prime fish holding spots.



Further north to East Risdon the shore fishing improves with one of the most productive spots in the Derwent being the shore around Store Point. This shore is adjacent to Saundersons Road so you don’t have to walk far. Store Point is on a narrow part of the river which concentrates the fish and there is a good tidal flow particularly on the outgoing tide which gets the fish active.
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Tight Lines August 2012 Moving to the western shore is Prince of Wales Bay, not one of my favourite spots due to the presence of industrial activity and a sewerage treatment plant, it does however produce some good bream from around the pylon and jetty structures. A boat is best here as shore access in the bay is limited. Dowsings Point and the shore north to the Bowen Bridge is another hot spot with good tidal flow and drop offs into deeper water. Access to the shore near the western end of Bowen Bridge is difficult and will involve a walk as there is no parking right at the end of the bridge. This area is also sheltered from strong westerly winds.



Bowen Bridge to Bridgewater Bridge This is a long stretch of river with so many opportunities for boat and shore fishing that it is not possible to go into them all in detail. I will just focus on my 4 favourite spots in this stretch.



The first is the eastern shore between Bowen Bridge and the southern end of Otago Bay. This shore adjacent to the East Derwent Highway can easily provide a couple of hours fishing. Access and wading is easy. Hot spots include the sea grass beds, the reef extending out into the river about half way along the shore and the point at the southern end of Otago Bay. This point is particularly good when there is a strong out flowing tide. I have also polaroided many trout and bream in the small bay just south of this point. This shore is exposed to strong westerly winds. My second favourite spot is on the western shore between Claremont Golf Course and Dragon Point. Access is best from a vacant block at Macrobertsons Tce. I generally fish northwards towards Dragon Point along the base of the cliffs which is easily wadable even at high tide. This shore is adjacent to a deep channel in the river and also has good tidal flows which both attract the fish. It is also a good shore to drift in a boat and is generally sheltered. The third is the bay west of Whitestone Point at Austins Ferry near the timber mill. There are numerous sandstone rock shelves extending out into the bay which provide good fish holding structure. You can also spot bream grazing on the flat surfaces of the sandstone at high tide. Whitestone Point itself is also good with an out flowing tide. This bay is best accessed by boat although you can walk in from Whitestone Drive. One problem with fishing this bay and anywhere north Claremont to the Bridgewater Bridge can be the amount of floating weed which comes from the seagrass beds. Sometimes you just need to keep moving around to find a shore without weed which constantly catches on your hook. The fourth is the eastern shore south of the Bridgewater Bridge as far as Woods Point. The tidal currents along this shore can be strong making it difficult to cover all of the likely spots from a boat. There is a drop off into deep water which brings the fish in close so I often find it is more effective to fish from the shore, particularly if you want to fish hard in against the edge of the reed patches.
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Tight Lines August 2012 Bridgewater Bridge to New Norfolk From Bridgewater to New Norfolk much of the shore is inaccessible and best fished from a boat. There are a few spots such as Limekiln Point and Mason Point (just north of Bridgewater Bridge) where shore fishing is possible but apart from the shore north of Mason Point it is difficult to cover a lot of water. It is mostly too deep or muddy to wade or is lined with dense reeds.



Boat fishing hot spots include locations where creeks flow in to the river or where the various drains on Murphys Flats flow into the river when the tide is going out. If the tide is high I generally fish along the edges of the reeds as this is where the baitfish tend to hang out. If the water level is low I fish the the edges of the deeper channel.



A couple of Derwent sea runners
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Tips on Wet Fly Fishing – Graham Davis



Above -Graeme MacDowall proving his skills with the wet fly at Bronte Lagoon. One of the most enjoyable aspects of Tasmanian trout fishing is fishing to sighted fish with a dry fly. The literature over the years has promoted this type of fishing almost exclusively. Writers such as Rob Sloane and Greg French have promoted sight fishing and particularly polaroiding as the superior way to fish. These attitudes have developed from the skills they have developed over the years and perhaps also because they have a little more choice of what days to go fishing on than those who can only make it on the weekends. I was very surprised when Rob Sloane said in the editorial of Fly Life in Autumn 2009, “Unless I am gravely mistaken and have been lost in some sort of time warp, there have been no major advances in fly fishing,at least not since carbon-fibre rods, plastic fly lines, polarised glasses and monofilament leaders, which all pre-date man on the moon.” In some respects I can see what he was trying to say. That is that to catch fish you can’t get it all from a magazine and have to do the hard yards yourself by putting on time on the water. On the other hand I did wonder if he might be caught in a bit of a time warp. By contrast, the English Fly Fishing magazines I was buying were full of features on new fishing methods, line types and retrieve methods. Many of these were coming out of the competition scene in the UK and elsewhere. I know a lot of people don’t like the idea of competition fishing but it doesn’t mean that we can’t learn from 8



Tight Lines August 2012 the techniques they have developed. Many of these methods involved wet fly fishing and nymphing. Looking at international fly fishing, it was also clear that countries like France and the Czech Republic had proved themselves the most successful nations because of specialised techniques. Although the origins of these might go back a long way they have certainly been developed a great deal since Neil Armstrong’s walk. I do not intend to get too technical in this article but to rather give an overview of the basics of wet fly fishing in Tasmania and some of the ideas I have picked up over the my years of ‘flogging’ our lakes. The starting point with most Tasmanian lakes is that they are full of trout. In my early days I really didn’t believe that this was true. I can remember spending cold miserable days on Penstock lagoon and not seeing anything at all. But then on another day when there is a dun hatch suddenly there they all are. So where were they on the other days? Then once you manage to catch a few fish and start to look at their stomach contents it becomes clear that they must spend a lot of their time down on the bottom of the lake in amongst the weeds. On those sorts of days you really need to get the fly down to where they can easily see it. If you only have a floating line this can be done by using weighted flies and lengthening your leader to help get the fly down more. If you are fishing from a boat you can use a drogue to help slow the drift to allow the fly more sink time. In strong winds the drift will quicken and it is more difficult to get the fly down. On very windy days it can be worth tying to trees to allow your fly enough time to get down to the correct depth. Although a floating line can cover many situations, there are advantages to having a number of different types of lines at your disposal. Sinking lines make it easier to get to depths where fish might be holding. Again if you look at the competition scene, the top anglers have a bagful of lines of different sink rates. I don’t want to go into all the aspects of sink rates here. I do think that some type of clear intermediate line is one of the most valuable for Tasmanian conditions. They can be fished in relatively shallow water with a faster retrieve and stay under the surface in rough conditions or allowed to sink in deeper water .They are also more difficult for the fish to see. For days when fish are holding deep it is worth having a fast sink line rated at DI 7 or 8. These will sink very quickly and are ideal for tough windy days. Another type of line popular with the competition fisherman is the mini-tip or midge-tip. This line has a short piece of sinking tip that allows the flies to be fished just below the surface film and lifted up during the retrieve to look like an ascending midge. Non stretch or ‘power-core’ lines have also become popular with competition anglers because of better hook up rates, though from my experience care has to be taken not to break fish off at the strike. It does take a bit of adjustment in casting the different types of lines. Intermediates aren’t too bad in that they are not too heavy to lift and throw out. They are a little more difficult to get off the water and it is not possible to do a half roll cast before recasting as I normally do with a floating line. Fast sink lines are much heavier. It is good to avoid too many false casts and use the momentum of the line weight to shoot line forward. I would generally advise not trying to cast too long and instead to cover the water in a fan shape in front of the boat. On windy days though, it can help to cast long with a sinking line to allow the fly to sink before the boat drifts onto it. Retrieve style is important and it is best not to get locked in to only one speed and method. If one method is not working there is no harm in experimenting. Try to work out if the fish prefer a fast or slow retrieve. When fishing nymphs it is worth learning how to do the figure of eight retrieve by 9



Tight Lines August 2012 twisting line with your fingers. If the fish are liking a fast retrieve it is worth trying a ‘roly poly’ retrieve where you hold the rod under your arm and pull the line in with both hands. The other retrieve trick is to ‘hang’ the fly on the way up. This means allowing the fly to sit still at the surface for a few seconds before taking it out to recast. Traditionally this is done right at the boat in case a fish is following to give it every opportunity to take the fly rather than leave a big boil in the water after the fly has been taken out to recast. If fish are proving fussy sometimes it is worth trying the hang at different stages of the retrieve. Like any other type of fishing, finding an area where food is likely to be is the key. From my observations many anglers simply opt for an easy drift with the wind at a comfortable depth. I have had a number of days at Arthur’s Lake where I have been using my fold up boat drifting close to the rocks and snags and picking up fish when the boats doing the easier drift further out were not. Shores where the waves are pounding in often have food in them and even though it is difficult, a series of short drifts in as close as possible might be the best tactics. At places like Great Lake it might be worth finding a shore where the wind is blowing in at an angle and using your electric motor to hold the boat out from the shore. Some might argue that you shouldn’t really bother to master all these techniques when all you need to do is purchase a spinning rod and some soft plastics. I know that these methods are more effective and do require their own skills and tactics but would urge you not to go over to the dark side and remain a fly fisherman.



A relaxed approach is best. G. McDowall at Lake Pedder. 10
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Product Review – Speedy Tent by Robyn McIlhenny



Are you looking for a new tent? One which is light and easy to put up? The Speedy Tent might just be the answer, so here's a list of pros and cons.



Pros: • A non-camper can put Speedy up solo, thereby making camping-expert husband / companions redundant (almost). • It's very, very speedy to put up – it literally bounces up in seconds. Pegging takes a little longer but your body weight can hold it down without pegs if needs be. • Includes a fly and the sides can roll up to allow for viewing of panoramic vistas / spotting fish etc. • Ours survived gusty winds at the Cygnet Folk Festival and a thunder / lightning rain storm at Corinna in just its first two outings. • Packs away to a light, compact discus shape. • There are no separate poles to accidentally leave at home. • Reasonably priced – it quickly pays for itself. • Burnt orange and grey colour – looks great, provided you like orange. • 2 year guarantee. 11



Tight Lines August 2012 Cons: • Make sure you are totally confident about packing Speedy away – read instructions / check out videos before you take it camping. Otherwise you may have to leave Speedy behind - alone in the wilds because you simply can't pack it away. Once you know what you're doing, it packs away quickly. • Burnt orange and grey is the only colour combination which is unfortunate if you're not too keen on orange. Not sure if it's a pro or a con: Beware! Speedy can create a stir. At 1am you may well have (envious?) fellow campers walking past commenting loudly on how lazy you must be to have a tent like that - at least, that's what happened on its inaugural outing at Cygnet. Check out the website http://www.epeglobal.com/content/speedy-tents
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